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more or less undesirable fame as an assistant attorney
The secretary of commerce hopes
general of the United States, and whose activities in the reHie cent
census is going to rut the cost, of living, and doubtless
presidential election were very marked, has decided to
secretary of commerce also hopes that he is going to go to turn her “talents" to writing and has prepared for the newsheaven some of these days.
will be repapers of the country (for which, of course,

that the next Federal
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pay) a series of articles entitled “The Inside of
The fact that North Carolina takes her polities seriously Prohibition.'’
is demonstrated by several gentlemen looming on the horiStrange to say, some of the leading newspapers of North
the
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who
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“receptive”
Carolina have purchased the series from the syndicate prozon at this early
governorship. And by the way, just who ever heard of a ducing Mrs. Willebrandt’s articles, and it may be that a part
of the newspaper reading public will find considerable intercandidate that was not “receptive?"
est therein. That, however, is open to question.
If Mrs. Willebrandt will explain in detail her political
Bishop Cannon says that prohibition would he cheap
for this country even at a cost of one hundred million dol- activity during the presidential election, and her hatred of
But the good Bishop probably means that much of Al Smith, together with the vindictiveness she
lars.
displayed
other people’s money and not any of that he is supposed to against that candidate, it is quite probable that her article
would make more interesting reading, but it is to lie doubted
have made out of the stock market.
if that much truth will be found in what she has to
ray about
All of us know that Castonia, an a community, is all prohibition and her activities in that direction.
right but it appears to be a pretty well demonstrated fact
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that some of the police force over that way are of the hardSTAR DOES NOT feel that it is amiss to make menboiled variety. It is the business of an officer of the law
to preserve the peace, not to roam the
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Harding, Solicitor Spurling and the other attaches of Cleveland Superior court in clearing the docket of so many cases

BEATING A PATH.
CHARLES MAYO of Rochester, Minn., has just been
honored by the highest degree it is possible, to confer in
England upon a physician and this calls to mind the truth of
the statement that if a man build a better mousetrap than
anyone else, the world will beat a path to his door.
How many people in Cleveland county, or in all North
Carolina for that matter, would have ever heard of Rochester, Minn., had it not been for the Drs. Mayo? And on the
other hand, how many people are there now anywhere in the
United States, unaware of the wonders performed in medicine by these distinguished men? Certainly the world has
worn a beaten path to their door, and rightly so because they
have performed latter day miracles for suffering humanity
and deserve all the praise showered upon them.
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It is true that in most instances the cases tried here thus
far this week have been of small importance to the general
public, but the cases were on the docket and as long as they

QR.

remained

there, it was to the discredit of Cleveland county.
Judge Harding has net been abrupt in insisting that the
court speed up its affairs, but at the same time he has
been
very firm and he has impressed upon the members of the
local bar that the court's time cannot be
imposed upon in a
needless manner. He has kept things moving right
along
from the moment the court opened and the result is that the
Cleveland county docket is in all probability in better
shape
right now than it has been for some months.
It is^our observation that long delays in court tend to
lessen respect for the law and increase crime. If
a man inclined to

a

criminal act thinks that he

can

PLEASING TO ALL.
MORE OR LESS Honorable Thomas J. Heflin, United
States Senator from the grand and glorious old State of
Alabama, has thrown in hjs lot with Bishop James Cannon,
Senator Furnifold M. Simmons, ct al, and is now seeking
the scalp of John J. Raskob, chairman of the Democratic
executive committee.
Quite a distinguished company we
should say! Cannon, Simmons and Heflin. If the average
'———————^
man were running for office, in this
and
he
would
time,
day
rather have the opposition of the three men in question than
to have their support and so far as this newspaper is concerned, The Star believes if there had been any doubt existing as to Mr. Raskob’s fitness for the high post he holds, it GEE McGEE—
has been removed by the opposition voiced by the three men
(Exclusive In The Mxr In this section.)
in question.
—.
Heflin. Cannon and Simmons, as things stand at present, would be able to disrupt and defeat any political party
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OU hear a lot of talk and read many statements now.
X adays, about how many millions of this or that the
and why. These statements fail to point
hare been sold
out, however, that a large percentage of all these tires are
sold as "factory equipment” on popular makes of aut<mohiles. In other words, the motorist himseif has had
very little to say about selecting the tire equipment oi
the new car he buys.
...

When these same motorists, however, have an opportunity to studv tire quality and tire values for themselves
the story becomes somewhat different!...

Take, for example, the popularity of RIVERSIDES among
ear-ow ners. This famous tire was introduced to the American public 18 years ago. Since that time RIVERSIDES turn
been sold to many millions ofmotorists throughout America.
A great majority of these tires have been sold on merit
alone—w ithout anv high-pressure salesmanship. And they
were
bought on just three points: the splendid reputation of Montgomery Ward & (Jo.
the deiinite nr'lcr-ge
w hit'll
Tires hive
under
RIVERSIDE
guarantees
always been sold-and the recommendation ot millions
of satisfied users.

First Quality RIVERSIDE
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Standard WARD wear
Guaranteed for 10,000 Miles

—
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21x5.25 4-ply
12x6.00 4-ply
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31x5.00
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10.05

Farts like these cannot he disputed or ignored. They
RIVERSIDE Tires occupy a pla :» among the
leaders of the industry
and it is because of these facts
that we make the claim, ansi back it with our euarantees,
that Riversides are THE EQUAL OF ANY TIRE
MADE, regardless of price. This statement we are anxious to have you prove to your own satisfaction —on your
own car-the next time
you are in the market for tires.
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In the

matter

of

price, RIVERSIDES,

of

course, save

you
money. Compared
of equal quality, for example, your savings on a RlV ERSIDL
range from about $2 per tire (on the 29x4.40 RIVERSIDE
Balloon) to $5 to $10 on larger sizes. Surely such savings merit vour most careful consideration
particularly
in view of the fact that w hen you purchase a RIVERSIDE
you arc protected by definite guarantees of 16,000 and
30,000 miles of service! No other make of tire in America
today, backed hy an organization with the responsibility
of Montgomery Ward & Co., is sold under such definite

with the five or six other leading makes

mileage
Visit

guarantees.
our store

yourself.
he

thihg but grin, and

the furtherest he ever
one

ALL SIZ2S TO FIT ALL CABS

...

Nobody’s Business

in

t^r©psellout America

—

gain endless procrastination in court, he is more likely to consider
that potential crime in a more favorable light, but if be knows
that
speedy .justice and inexorable punishment is awaiting him.
it is probable that be is going to
hesitate for a good bit before committing the criminal act.
The gentlemen in charge of Cleveland's court
for the
past week deserve credit for the manner in which this court,
has been conducted.
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today and see these RIVERSIDES for
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...
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FACTS,

not

"talk.”
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